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Description:

Norton Lager, arriving 13 years after the owner Paul's first lager, is named in tribute to 
Paul's dad, who used to cruise around the south of England on a Norton motorcycle. 
It's a pale golden drop with a gentle bitterness, soft, honey like malts and floral, lemon 
and stonefruit hop aromas and flavours derived from the duo of local hops, Ella and 

Vic Secret, that give this Munich Helles-inspired beer an Aussie twist.

Food pairing: Spicy beef burger or peppery aubergine stew.

Brookes IPA

Description:

This beer sits in the orange/amber part of the spectrum color wise. Rather than 
accentuate the tropical fruit character of some US hops, this beer showcases the 
other two primary characteristics of American Hops – pinous and citrus fruit flavours 
and aroma. It uses warrior hops resin to create an exceptionally clean bitterness. 

Food pairing: Spicy Thai or Indian, anything off the BBQ, Salty snacks, Chocolate 
Truffles or Mud Cake.

Nail Golden Nail

Description:

Pale straw colour this hybrid of a beer between a Summer Ale, Golden Ale and 
American Ale is 5% alc and the rest is flavour. Nice drinkable drop indeed! Golden Nail 
is a hoppy tropical storm. Tropical/stone fruits on the nose with a pleasant passion 
fruit hoppy palate resulting in a balanced medium hoppy bitter ale. All natural 
ingredients and bottled conditioned. Best drunk on a desert island or on holiday. 

Food pairing: Great quality, fresh fish and chips.

Kooinda APA

Description:

A tad darker in colour than a typical Pale Ale, loaded on hops and with good backbone 
of malt this reinvented American Pale Ale is a great example of the style. Aromas of 
citrus and pine combine with a light malt body and a grapefruit bitterness to produce 

this beautifully balanced beer.

Food pairing: Lamb korma or a Thai red curry.


